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ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus for the enhancing efficiency of
a data processing system which includes a host micro
processor, a system memory, and a graphics adapter for
producing an enhanced graphics display. The graphics
adapter is coupled to the data processing system by a
bus and includes a video memory and an adapter micro
processor, wherein the adapter microprocessor is less
powerful than the host microprocessor in the data pro
cessing system. The method and apparatus of the pres
ent invention includes the establishment of a stage

buffer from a portion of the system memory with the

stage buffer, including at least two buffer sections. A
first portion of data is transferred from the system mem

ory into a first buffer section. Next, a second portion of
data is transferred from the system memory into a sec
ond buffer section, while the adapter microprocessor is
simultaneously retrieving the first portion of data from
the first buffer section and transferring that first portion
of data across the bus to the video memory, wherein
host microprocessor is available to perform other tasks.
When the adapter microprocessor has transferred the
data to the video memory from the first buffer section,
the host microprocessor fills the first buffer section with
more data, while the adapter microprocessor retrieves
data from the second buffer section. This process con
tinues until all the data has been transferred.
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tinues until all the video data for the XGA VDM fore
SYSTEM FORTRANSFERRING DATA BETWEEN
PROCESSORS VADUAL BUFFERS WITHN
SYSTEMMEMORY WITH FIRST AND SECOND
PROCESSORS ACCESSING SYSTEMMEMORY
DIRECTLY AND NORECTLY

ground session has been saved to system memory.
Thereafter, video data for the XGA VDM back

5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field

The present invention relates in general to an im
proved method and apparatus for transferring data, and
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in particular to an improved method and apparatus for
transferring data between system memory and non-sys

ten memory in a data processing system. Still more
particularly, the present invention relates to an in 15
proved method and apparatus for transferring data be
tween system memory and non-system memory in a
manner which frees the host microprocessor for other
tasks in the data processing system.
20
2. Description of the Related Art
In data processing systems, more advanced graphics
adapters for controlling video displays have been intro
duced in which a microprocessor has been placed on

the graphics adapter to control the display on a video
terminal. For example, the Extended Graphics Adapter 25
("XGA adapter”) is a high resolution graphics adapter
with Micro-Channel direct memory access ("DMA")
busmaster capability. Both the XGA adapter and the
Micro Channel are products of International Business
Machines Corporation. XGA is a trademark of Interna 30
tional Business Machine Corporation, and Micro Chan
nel is a registered trademark of International Business
Machine Corporation.
Busmaster capability is the capability of an adapter or
peripheral device to process tasks and access memory 35
anywhere in the system address space, independently of
the host microprocessor. In other words, the XGA
adapter is able to process tasks and access memory
anywhere in system address space independently of the
data processing system's host microprocessor. In addi
tion, this capability also includes the ability to access
memory located on the adapter. Busmaster capability is
provided utilizing a microprocessor provided in the
XGA adapter. The microprocessor provided in such an
adapter, however, is typically less powerful than the 45
host microprocessor in a data processing system.
An XGA Virtual Device Driver (“VDD) is a com
ponent of the operating system whose purpose includes
granting input/output (“I/O’) privileges, saving/res
toring video states, and providing a video bitmap for 50
XGA applications executing in Virtual Dos Machines
(“VDM”). Two of the principal functions of the XGA

VDD are (1) saving the contents of the Video Randon
Access Memory (“VRAM') located in the XGA when
a foreground XGA VDM session switches to the back 55
ground and (2) restoring the VRAM data when a back
ground XGA VDM session switches to the foreground.
Presently, when a foreground XGA VDM session is
switched to the background and a background XGA
VDM session is switched to the foreground, the micro
processor present in a video peripheral adapter sends a
portion of the video data from VRAM to the bus and
signals the host microprocessor that video data is pres
ent. The host microprocessor then saves the video data
to system memory. When the host microprocessor fin 65
ishes retrieving the video data from the bus, the XGA
microprocessor places more video data on the bus for
the host microprocessor to retrieve. This process con

ground session is retrieved from the system memory by
the host microprocessor and sent across the bus to the
XGA microprocessor, following a process in which
data is placed on the bus by the host microprocessor and
the XGA microprocessor is directed to retrieve the data
in order to display the screen that was saved as a XGA
VDM background session. The XGA microprocessor
then retrieves the video data from the bus. This data

transfer process continues until all of the XGA VDM

background session video data has been retrieved from

the system memory and placed into VRAM.
During this data transfer process in known systems, a
first microprocessor must wait for the second micro
processor to finish placing data on the bus or retrieving
data from the bus before the first microprocessor can

place or retrieve data. Additionally, accessing the bus

takes time. It would therefore be desirable to provide a
method and apparatus which permits increased speed
and efficiency in transferring data between system
memory and non-system memory, in order to free up a

host microprocessor to perform other tasks.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore one object of the present invention to
provide an improved method and apparatus for trans
ferring data in a data processing system.
It is another object of the present invention to pro
vide an improved method and apparatus for transferring
data between system memory and non-system memory
in a data processing system.
It is yet another object of the present invention to

provide improved method and apparatus for transfer
ring data between system memory and non-system
memory in a manner which frees up the host micro
processor for other tasks in the data processing system.
A method and apparatus for the enhancing efficiency
of a data processing system which includes a host mi
croprocessor, a system memory, and a graphics adapter
for producing an enhanced graphics display. The
graphics adapter is coupled to the data processing sys
ten by a bus and includes a video memory and an

adapter microprocessor, wherein the adapter micro
processor is less powerful than the host microprocessor
in the data processing system. The method and appara
tus of the present invention includes the establishment
of a stage buffer from a portion of the system memory
with the stage buffer including at least two buffer sec
tions. A first portion of data is transferred from the

system memory into a first buffer section. Next, a sec
ond portion of data is transferred from the system mem
ory into a second buffer section, while the adapter mi
croprocessor is simultaneously retrieving the first por
tion of data from the first buffer section and transferring
that first portion of data across the bus to the video
memory, wherein after transferring the first portion of
data into the first buffer section, the host microproces
sor is available to perform other tasks. Additionally, the
host microprocessor does not incur the time expense of
waiting for bus arbitration. When the adapter micro
processor has transferred the data to the video memory

from the first buffer section, the host microprocessor
fills the first buffer section with more data, while the

adapter microprocessor retrieves data from the second
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buffer section. This process continues until all the data
has been transferred.
The above as well as additional objects, features, and
advantages of the present invention will become appar
ent in the following detailed written description.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The novel features believed characteristic of the in
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other sizes of memory other than 64K bytes and that the
two buffers may be of unequal sizes. Furthermore, it is
contemplated in alternate embodiments of the present

invention that more than two buffers may be utilized in
stage buffer 106.
Next, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of
the present invention, XGA microprocessor 102 utilizes
stage buffer 106 to independently transfer data across

vention are set forth in the appended claims. The inven bus 100 to and from VRAM 104, while host micro
tion itself however, as well as a preferred mode of use, O processor 108 utilizes stage buffer 106 to transfer data to
further objects and advantages thereof, will best be and from LVB 110. A virtual device driver is utilized to
understood by reference to the following detailed de implement a preferred embodiment of the present in
scription of an illustrative embodiment when read in vention.
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
Upon switching an XGA VDM to foreground or
FIG. 1 depicts a pictorial representation of a data 15 background, a save/restore data transfer routine in the
processing system which may be utilized to implement virtual device driver requests 64K bytes of system men
a method and system of the present invention;
ory to be used as stage buffer 106 in accordance with a
FIG. 2 is a high level schematic block diagram of preferred embodiment of the present invention. Stage
system unit 52 a preferred embodiment of the present buffer 106 is subdivided into two 32K buffers. As de
invention; and
20 scribed above, stage buffer 106 is "locked down' in
FIG.3 depicts a logic flow chart of one implementa accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present
invention.
tion of the method of the present invention.
Upon changing to background, XGA microprocessor
DETALED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
102 is directed by the virtual device driver to fill one
EMBODIMENT
25 32K buffer in stage buffer 106 with data from VRAM
With reference now to the figures and in particular 104. When this process is completed, host microproces
with reference to FIG. 1, there is depicted pictorial sor 108 is directed by the virtual device driver to trans
representation of a data processing system in which a fer data placed into the first 32K buffer to LVB 110, and
preferred embodiment in accordance with the present XGA microprocessor 102 is directed to simultaneously
invention may be implemented. A personal computer 50 30 fill the second 32K buffer with the next 32K bytes of
is depicted, which includes a system unit 52, a video data from VRAM 104.
display terminal 54, a keyboard 56, and a mouse 58.
Again upon completion, host microprocessor 108 is
Personal computer 50 may be implemented utilizing any directed by the virtual device driver to transfer data
suitable computer such as an IBM PS/2 computer, a from the second 32K buffer to LVB 110, and XGA
product of International Business Machines Corpora 35 microprocessor 102 is directed by the virtual device
tion.
driver to simultaneously fill the other 32K buffer with
Referring now to FIG. 2, there is depicted a high the next 32K bytes of video data from VRAM 104. In
level schematic block diagram of system unit 5.2 in a accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present
preferred embodiment of the present invention. System invention, XGA microprocessor 102 is placing data in
bus 100 has XGA microprocessor 102 connected to it. one 32K buffer while host microprocessor 108 is read
VRAM 104 is connected to XGA microprocessor 102. ing the other 32K buffer simultaneously. This process
Additionally, stage buffer 106 is connected to system continues until all the data from VRAM 104 has been

bus 100, and host microprocessor 108 is connected to
stage buffer 106. Host microprocessor 108 is also con
45
nected to logical video buffer (“LVB) 110.
LVB 110 and stage buffer 106 are preferably both
portions of system memory allocated for specific uses.
LVB 110 is located in system memory and is utilized to
store video data that is not currently being displayed on
a video display terminal. Stage buffer 106 is a portion of 50

system memory set aside to handle the transfer of video

data from LVB 110 to VRAM 104 or from VRAM 104

to LVB 110. VRAM 104 is memory found on the XGA
which is utilized to store video data that is displayed on
the video display terminal. Typically, VRAM 104 may 55
be from 512K bytes to one megabyte in size.
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, stage buffer 106 is a block of 64K
bytes of system memory that is locked down to prevent
the swapping of data from occurring on that block of 60
memory. In "locking down memory, motion or swap
ping of the memory is prevented. Consequently, the
memory which is "locked down' is made readily avail
able for exclusive usage for a particular function or
purpose. Stage buffer 106 is subdivided into two 32K 65
byte buffers in accordance with a preferred embodi
ment of the present invention. Those skilled in the art
will realize that stage buffer 106 may be established in

transferred to LVB 110.

A similar process may be utilized to restore data to
VRAM 104 from LVB 110. Host microprocessor 108 is
directed by the virtual device driver fill one 32K buffer
with video data from LVB 110. Thereafter, XGA mi
croprocessor 102 is directed by the virtual device driver
to transfer video data located in the 32K buffer to
VRAM 104. While XGA microprocessor 102 is reading
data from one 32K buffer, host microprocessor 108 is
transferring data from LVB 110 into the other 32K
buffer. As XGA microprocessor 102 finishes transfer
ring data from one 32K buffer, the XGA microproces
sor begins to transfer data from the other 32K buffer.
Simultaneously, host microprocessor 108 is transferring
data from LVB 110 into the 32K buffer, which is not

being read by XGA microprocessor 102. Typically,
after video data is stored to background, another set of
video data representing a screen is retrieved and sent to
VRAM for display.
This type of stage buffering scheme, switching be
tween buffers created from system memory in accor
dance with a preferred embodiment of the present in
vention, allows host microprocessor 108 to operate
strictly on system memory, stage buffer 106, and LVB
110. Such a data transfer scheme may save host micro

processor 108 four wait states per VRAM access in this
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particular embodiment since microprocessor 108 does
not need to access bus 100. Although XGA micro
processor 102 incurs four wait states per stage buffer
access, it does so independently of host microprocessor
108, allowing host microprocessor 108 to perform some
other operation. In this manner, the multi-tasking capa
bility of host microprocessor 108 is enhanced. This
method and apparatus in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention allows realization
of the benefits of the XGA's DMA busmaster capabil O
ity.
With reference to FIG. 3, there is depicted a high
level flow chart of one implementation of the method of
the present invention. As illustrated, the process begins
at block 150 and thereafter proceeds to block 152, 15
which depicts the allocation of 64K bytes of system
memory for a stage buffer and the locking down of the
64K bytes of memory. As described above, the stage
buffer in this particular embodiment is subdivided into

two 32K buffers. A greater number of buffers or buffers 20
of different sizes may be utilized in alternate embodi
ments of the present invention. Although the depicted
embodiment shows the transferring of data by alternat
ing between two buffers in the stage buffer, it is contem
plated that in the case where more than two buffers are 25
utilized, the sequence in which all or some subset of the
buffers, located in the stage buffer, are utilized in the
transferring of data may vary. Additionally, a stage
buffer may be locked as long as an XGA application
30
requires the saving and restoring of the VRAM.
Next, the process proceeds to block 154, which illus
trates a determination of whether or not video data will

be (1) restored to VRAM from LVB or (2) saved from
VRAM to LVB. If the video data is to be restored to
VRAM from LVB, the process then proceeds to block
156, which depicts the copying of 32K of data from
LVB to the first buffer located within the stage buffer.
Thereafter, as illustrated in block 158, a determination is
made as to whether or not the XGA microprocessor is
ready. If the XGA microprocessor is not ready, the
process will wait by returning to block 158.
If, however, the XGA microprocessor is ready, the
process then proceeds to block 160, which depicts initi
ating an XGA microprocessor request to transfer 32K
of data from the first buffer to VRAM. Afterwards, the

35

45

process proceeds to block 162, which illustrates a deter
mination of whether more video data exists in the LVB

50

process continues to block 182, which illustrates the
transferring of 32K of data from the opposite buffer into
the LVB. Thereafter the process returns to block 176
for a determination of whether more VRAM data ex
ists. The opposite buffer is the buffer that does contain
data to be transferred to the LVB at that time.
One advantage of this data transfer scheme in accor
dance with a preferred embodiment of the present in
vention is that it allows the host microprocessor to
operate on its own system memory and requires the
XGA microprocessor to incur the overhead of access
ing the system bus. Moreover, both microprocessors are
simultaneously employed to perform separate phases of
the data transfer operation. Additional savings in the
system/kernel/memory management overhead of lock
ing and establishing physical addressability to the 64K
stage buffer may be realized if the 64K of system mem
ory remains lock between transfers.
The following pseudocode details one implementa
tion of the method of the present invention in accor
dance with a preferred embodiment of the present in
vention for enhancing the transfer of data between
LVB and VRAM utilizing a 64K stage buffer estab
lished from a portion of the system memory to free up
the host microprocessor to perform other tasks during
the wait states incurred by the XGA microprocessor
transferring data from the 64K stage buffer to the
initialize XGA Microprocessor for save/restore of Video Random
Access Memory to/from Logical Video Buffer
if RESTORING VRAM data from LVB

copy 32K of data from LVB to first 32K of stage buffer
initiate XGA Microprocessor request to xfer 32K of data from

55

stage buffer to VRAM
Do

copy 32K of data from LVB to other 32K of stage
buffer

60

to block 172, which illustrates a determination of
whether video data exists in the LVB for transfer to

VRAM. If more LVB data does not exist, the process
again terminates in block 164 via connector A. If, how
ever, more LVB data exists, the process then proceeds 65
back to block 156, which depicts copying 32K of data
from LVB to the first buffer. This process continues
until no more LVB data exists.

from the VRAM to the other buffer. Afterwards, the

VRAM.

for transfer to the VRAM. If no more LVB data exists,

the process then terminates in block 164 via connector
A. Referring back to block 162, if more of the LVB data
exists, the process then proceeds to block 166, which
depicts copying 32K of data into the second buffer.
Block 168 illustrates a determination of whether the
XGA microprocessor is ready. If the XGA micro
processor is not ready, the process continues to return
to block 168. Referring back to block 168, if the XGA
microprocessor is ready, the process then proceeds to
block 170, which depicts initiating an XGA micro
processor request to transfer 32K of data from the sec
ond buffer to VRAM. Thereafter, the process proceeds

6

Referring again to block 154, if video data is to be
saved from VRAM to LVB, the process proceeds to
block 174, which depicts initiating an XGA micro
processor request to transfer 32K of data from VRAM
to the first buffer. Thereafter, the process proceeds to
block 176, which illustrates a determination of whether
more VRAM data exists. If more VRAM data does not
exist, the process proceeds to block 177, which depicts
the copying of the last 32K of data to the LVB. There
after, the process terminates as illustrated in block 164
via connector A. Referring back to block 176 if more
VRAM data does exist the process continues to block
178 which depicts a determination of whether the XGA
microprocessor is ready. If the XGA microprocessor is
not ready the process returns to block 178.
When the XGA microprocessor is ready, the process
then proceeds to block 180, which illustrates initiating
an XGA microprocessor request to transfer 32K of data

wait for XGA Microprocessor ready
initiate XGA Microprocessor request to xfer 32K
of data from stage buffer to VRAM

until no more LVB data
else SAVE VRAM data to LVB

initiate XGA Microprocessor request to xfer 32K of data
from VRAM to first 32K of stage buffer
Do

wait for XGA Microprocessor ready
initiate XGA Microprocessor request to xfer 32K
of data from VRAM to other 32K of stage buffer
copy 32K of data from opposite 32K of stage buffer
to LVB
until no more VRAM data

7
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-continued
wait for XGA Microprocessor ready
copy 32K of data from stage buffer to LVB
else Save/Restore via direct VRAM access

While the invention has been particularly shown and
described with reference to a preferred embodiment, it
will be understood by those skilled in the art that vari
ous changes in form and detail may be made therein
without departing from the spirit and scope of the in

5

8
eral device connected by a bus, said data processing
having a host microprocessor directly coupled to said
system memory, and said peripheral device having a
microprocessor, said method comprising the steps of:
establishing a first buffer and a second buffer from a
portion of said system memory; locking down said
first buffer and second buffer;

10

vention.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for enhancing the efficiency of a data
processing system having a host microprocessor, a sys 15
ten memory, and a graphics adapter for producing an
enhanced graphics display, said host microprocessor
directly coupled to said system memory, said graphics
adapter coupled to said system memory by a bus and
having a video memory and an adapter microprocessor, 20
said method comprising the steps of:
establishing a stage buffer from a portion of said sys
tem memory, said stage buffer including a first
buffer section and a second buffer section; locking
25
down said stage buffer;
utilizing said host microprocessor to directly access
said system memory to transfer a first portion of
data from said system memory into said first buffer
section;
utilizing said host microprocessor to directly access 30
said system memory to transfer a second portion of
data from said system memory into said second
buffer section while said adapter microprocessor
accesses said system memory via said bus with a
plurality of wait states to retrieve said first portion 35
of data from said first buffer section and transfer
ring said first portion of data across said bus to said
video memory, wherein after transferring said sec
ond portion of data, said host microprocessor is
available to perform other tasks until said adapter 40
microprocessor is finished retrieving said first por
tion of data from first buffer section;
utilizing said host microprocessor to directly access
said system memory, to transfer another portion of
data to said first buffer section after said adapter 45
microprocessor has retrieved said first portion of
data from said first buffer section, while said
adapter microprocessor accesses said system mem
ory via said bus with a plurality of wait states to
retrieve said second portion of data from said sec 50
ond buffer section and transferring said second
portion of data across said bus to said video men
ory, wherein after transferring said first portion of
data, said host microprocessor is available to per
form other tasks until said adapter microprocessor 55
is finished retrieving said second portion of data
from second buffer section; and
continuing said process of utilizing said host micro
processor to transfer data until all data has been
transferred from said system memory.

utilizing said host microprocessor to directly access
said system memory to transfer a first portion of
data into said first buffer from said system memory;

utilizing said host microprocessor to directly access
said system memory to transfer a second portion of
data from said system memory into said second
buffer while said microprocessor accesses said sys
tem memory via said bus with a plurality of wait
states to read said first portion of data from said
first buffer and transferring said first portion of
data across said bus to said peripheral device,
wherein after transferring said second portion of
data, said host microprocessor is available to per
form other tasks until said microprocessor is fin
ished reading said first portion of data from said
first buffer;
utilizing said host microprocessor to directly access
said system memory to transfer another portion of
data to said first buffer after said microprocessor
has read said first portion of data from said first
buffer, while said microprocessor accesses said
system memory via said bus with a plurality of wait
states to read said second portion of data from said
second buffer and transferring said second portion
of data across said bus to said peripheral device,
wherein after transferring said another portion of
data, said host microprocessor is available to per
form other tasks until said microprocessor is fin
ished transferring data from said second buffer; and
continuing said process of utilizing said host micro
processor to transfer data until all data has been
transferred from said system memory.
5. An apparatus for enhancing efficiency of a data
transfer in a data processing system between a system
memory and a peripheral adapter in said data process
ing system, said system memory and said peripheral
adapter connected by a bus, said data processing system
having a host microprocessor directly coupled to said
system memory, and said peripheral having a micro
processor, said apparatus comprising:
means for establishing a stage buffer from a portion of
said system memory, said stage buffer including a
first buffer section and a second buffer section;
means for locking down said stage buffer;
means for utilizing said host microprocessor to di
rectly access said system memory to transfer a first

portion of data from said system memory into said
first buffer section;
means for utilizing said host microprocessor to di
rectly access said system memory to transfer a
second portion of data from said system memory

2. The method of claim 1 wherein data transferred

into said second buffer section while said micro

into said stage buffer originates from a local video
buffer located in said system memory.
3. The-method of claim 2, wherein said stage buffer

processor accesses said system memory via said bus
with a plurality of wait states to retrieve said first
portion of data from said first buffer section and
transferring said first portion of data across said bus
to said peripheral adapter, wherein after transfer
ring said second portion of data, said host micro
processor is available to perform other tasks until

includes a third buffer section.

4. A method for enhancing a data processing system
in a transfer of data between a system memory and a
peripheral device, said system memory and said periph

65
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said microprocessor is finished retrieving said first
portion of data from said first buffer section; and
means for utilizing said host microprocessor to di
rectly access said system memory to transfer an
other portion of data to said first buffer section 5
after said microprocessor has retrieved said first

10

wherein after transferring said second portion of
data, said host microprocessor is available to per
form other tasks until said microprocessor is fin
ished retrieving said second portion of data from
said second buffer section.

portion of data from said first buffer section, while
said microprocessor accesses said system memory

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein said data is trans
ferred from said system memory to said stage buffer by

via said bus with a plurality of wait states to re-

said host microprocessor.

a

trieve said second portion of data from said second 10 7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein said stage buffer
buffer section and transferring said second portion includes a third buffer section.
of data across said bus to said peripheral, adapter
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